Introduction
Consider a first order hyperbolic system of partial differential equations We approximate the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) by finite difference scheme (1.3) u
(t+k,x) = S k u(t,x)
(1.4) w(0,*)=Mo(*).
Here k>0 is a time-step and h>Q is a mesh-width, as usual we assume that k/h = h = constant. We call the approximation (1.3) is stable if S? is uniformly bounded on L\R n } for 0<mh<T.
In constant coefficient case there are many usefull criteria on the stability of finite difference approximation. (Kreiss [3] , Parlett [4] , Yamaguti [7] ).
In variable coefficient case Kreiss obtained sufficient condition for stability for symmetric hyperbolic systems. But for non-symmetric hyperbolic systems with variable coefficients there are much less results, except for few special examples (Friedrichs scheme, modified LaxWendroff scheme. (Yamaguti and Nogi [8] ).
We obtained some kind of sufficient conditions for stability of primary type schemes which approximate regularly hyperbolic systems with nearly constant coefficients.
2, Pseudo Difference Scheme
To obtain energy inequality for non-symmetric hyperbolic partial differential equations with variable coefficients pseudo differential operators was a very usefull tool. Here following the ideas of Yamaguti and Nogi [8] we introduce pseudo difference scheme to obtain local energy inequality for finite difference schemes which approximate nonsymmetric hyperbolic partial differential equations.
Let K(x, f)eC°°(^BX^w-{0}) be homogeneous degree 0 in £ and K(x, £) = j^(°°, ?) for | x \ >> R. We define pseudo difference scheme K ]t with symbol K(x, $ ) as follows : Definition 2.1.
Corresponding to the operator A in the theory of pseudo differential operators we define the operator A h as follows:
We call one parameter family of bounded operators {H h ; null scheme and write jfte3Z 0 if |i-Hi|I=0(A) as h-*Q. 
Primary Type Scheme
We define the primary type scheme correspond to the hyperbolic system (1.1) by Definition 3.1. 
It is well known from the theory of regularly hyperbolic partial differential equations that there exist the diagonalizer N(x, f) with following properties
f. By i^l->co we get the relation
I 0 ^f BB (f)/ Here dj .",(£) are eigenvalues of ^L-? 7 and we put Here di and ^2 are constants independent of h>Q.
Let -Woo,* and N 0ih be pseudo difference scheme with symbols /^(f) and N Q (x,g) respectively. We have (6.2) N, = N 
, where j, k and/ are non-negative integers, therefore j is even and k is odd or conversely j is odd and k is even.
Next in the case j + k = 2l, 0<;</ - 
Schemes with High Order of Accuracy
If we wish to consider schemes with higher order of accuracy we
On the stability of finite difference schemes must replace sin? by
Now the finite difference scheme with symbol of the following form we shall again call primary type.
We must change the definition of pseudo difference scheme.
Definition 7.1.
Definition 7.2. Proposition 7.1. Let £<2#, necessary and sufficient condition for that the finite difference scheme S k with symbol (7.2) is accurate of order p uniformly in A, 0<J<^0, is
Theorem 7.1. The finite difference scheme S k with symbol (7. 2) is stable under the same assumption of theorem 4. 1.
Proof is quite similar to that of theorem 4. 1. It is sufficient only to see const. | sin f | <; | s g (?) | ^const. | sin f | .
Remarks on Symmetric Hyperbolic Case
Let (1.1) be symmetric hyperbolic system with variable coefficients, that is, we assume that -4/00 are all hermitian NxN matrices. As before we approximate the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) by finite difference scheme (1.3) (1.4). Here S k is again the primary type scheme of the form (3.1).
Theorem 8.1. In this case the von Neumann condition is necessary and sufficient for stability.
Proof. Necessity of the von Neumann condition for finite difference scheme with variable coefficients is due to G. Strang [5] . It is sufficient for stability to establish the inequality Let assume that C 3 = const.>--, inf |rf y ",(£) |>0. Then this scheme 8 $=i is accurate of order 2 and
